Everything didn't go like clockwork however I think everyone will agree that we learned way more than we expected and drew on our experience and training. We dealt with a medical emergency, contingency plans and unexpected soft snow, often sinking to the ice underneath. We found a crevasse by sinking up to the waist in it. The final 3/4 pitches of the North Athabasca Glacier was 40 to 45 degree ice with patches of wet snow over boilerplate ice which crampons skated on if you didn't stomp down hard. We put in screws and made some anchors to ease nerves and manage risk. The 50m of belaying and rapelling kept the fun to class two but I must admit I was a little unnerved doing cleanup and downclimbing after everyone had made it to easier ground. We had a front row seat of Michael and Co snaking up the North Ramp Route and the Guides with clients toiling up Silverhorn from our perch on Boundary. Looks like everyone had a successful weekend. Better get out there soon and knock off the snow and ice stuff. Definitely summer conditions low on the glaciers.